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Simulation Procedures
The simulation program used in this work is based on a Monte Carlo algorithm utilizing the kinetic theory of Kramers (1) and Bell (2), and describes each bond in terms of an energy landscape with two or three states between which transitions can take place (30, 31) . It has been shown previously by simulations that the adhesion lifetime of a multipili-binding bacterial system depends strongly on the internal biomechanical properties of the individual pili as well as the number of pili (30 x , , and entities have been held fixed, since such systems have a manageable number of "free" parameters but can still illustrate the bacterial catch bond phenomenon. In addition, since many of the parameters are normalized (e.g., the adhesion lifetime of bacteria exposed to force with respect to that in the absence of force, the force in terms of the characteristic force of the AR-bond, the difference in force onset position with respect to Since not all biomechanical properties of helix-like pili have yet been experimentally assessed (with the exception of P pili for which no single-pilus bacterial catch bond behavior has been reported), and in order not to restrict the analysis to only one specific type of pili, but rather to provide an investigation that applies to helix-like type of pili that bind with slip bonds in general, the parameter values common for all simulations have been chosen as "typical" for helix-like pili expressed by E. coli, based on experimental data for P pili, type 1, as well as S pili (13, 22-25, 27, 28) . For example, the uncoiling force was assumed to be 30 pN whereas the number of subunits in a pilus, , was set to 1500. Table S1 . Data points of high importance for the catch bond behavior were based upon 10 000 simulations whereas those of less interest (i.e., far from the catch bond behavior) were based upon 100 -1000 simulations. 
